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ABSTRACT. Digital Quran is a common application today in smart devic-

es such as hand phones and tablet. The verses are usually presented using 

images of verses on written in an Arabic font. This raise issues related to 

storage when representing the whole Quran text. This study proposed a hex-

adecimal digital representation technique for words in Arabic using UTF-8 

for character encoding which is backward compatible with ASCII code. 

This paper will explain three approaches used in representing the digital 

Quran. They are the hexadecimal representation for each Quranic words, 

sparse matrix in representing verses of Al-Quran and double offset indexing 

for transforming the sparse matrix to efficiently use the space. This repre-

sentation proof more than 50% reduction in the memory space for storage 

thus will increase the searching speed. The storage of words being opti-

mized through the use of one memory space for that particular word rather 

than one memory space for each Arabic character in the words .This tech-

nique helps optimized memory management for the whole digital Quran. 

Due to the smaller size, the digital Quran can be conveniently installed in 

the future as standard applications in mobile devices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the technology advancement, the digital Quran is a common and popular application 

nowadays in smart devices. In this paper, we present the use of sparse matrix for a new repre-

sentation for Quranic verses using UTF-8 for character encoding formulation then inherit the 

Hexadecimal code of each verse by giving each word and verse a Unique ID (Uniqe.ID). 

Since verses of Al Quran has much duplication of words using this optimization to indexing 

of Al Quran words based UTF-8 character encoding yields more than 50% reduction in the 

memory space thus able to maximum searching speed.  

Since the Holy Quran contains 114 chapters, 30 juzu, 6236 verses, 77439 words and 

320015 letters. Due to this huge amount of words the proposed Digital Quran representation 

with sparse matrix will optimize the storage and safe the searching time. Thus the digital 

Quran can be used as a standard application in electronic devices such as smart phones, tab-

lets, and other devices and help Muslims to retrieve and browse Al Quran faster and save 

storage on their devices.     
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the review of literature related to our 

prosed Digital Quran and compare to other proposed techniques and other languages, in sec-

tion 3, overview on UTF-8 character representation for holy Quran past and currently. The 

methods of constructing Digital Quran representation and algorithms based on hexadecimal 

and UTF-8 character encoding is presented in section 4, section 5 presents the results and 

findings. Finally, our work of this paper is summarized in the last section. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Study of literature have been done to the three languages to the word representation which 

are Chinese, Hindi  and Arabic showing some techniques used to represent the words on each 

language. There are about 20,000 Chinese characters and 6,700 of them are considered to be 

the commonly used characters (Law & Chan, 1996). These characters form a web of com-

pound words that are arbitrary in length. An interesting example is the Chinese words “海上” 

and “上海”. The two characters used in the example are above (上) and sea (海). The word “

海上” means above the sea while the word “上海” means Shanghai. The hidden Markov 

model HMM is extensively used in the word boundary discovering area (Law & Chan, 1996) 

& (Zhang et al., 2003). Most papers use Baum-Welch’s Expectation Maximization (EM) ap-

proach to learn the probabilistic model and then apply some modified algorithm very similar 

to the Viterbi decoding algorithm to get the segmented text sequence.   

 Hindi language ranks third after English and Chinese as (Tripathi, 2012) mentioned on his 

paper that Unicode was function to retrieve from the web but due to a lake of understanding 

user’s languages also lake of corpora and vastness of Hindi language in addition to limited 

patterns matching of literals cause a delay of develop a suitable algorithm for searching. 

(Sharma et al., 2012) proposed an algorithm to translate between English and Hindi language 

using different character encoding for target language in UTF and wx-notation by using 

phrase based statistical machine translation (SMT) technique shown that transliteration in wx-

notation gives improved result over UTF-notation.  

Recently Arabic language researches concentrate on modern standard Arabic; though they 

did not focus on Quranic Arabic despite the importance of Al-Quran for all Islamic word, 

(AlMaayah et al., 2014) proposed a method for Quranic Arabic WordNet that can do prepro-

cessing by tokenization, removal of stop word, stemming and POS tagging then synonym sets 

by grouping word of similar meaning and part of speech, see Figure 1.  

 

      

Figure 1. Quranic Arabic WordNet. 

(Far & Jalil,2012)  proposed an algorithm that compare each word from Arabic text which 

coded internally to a library by selecting the shortest code word possible then replace Unicode 
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representation which save space, the QR code known as Romanization cause Arabic character 

embedded in to QK code as 8-character instead of one character as shown in Table 1.    

Table 1. Arabic character Representation Unicode.  

 

(Nazeeh, 2015) proposed an algorithm to segment Quran pages to text line images with-

out changes by applying prepressing method which called binarization, a Quranic code for 

representing the holy Quran proposed
 
by (Foda et al., 2013) which on character level, word 

level and phrase level and adding a new characters that have a symbol in Quran and don’t 

have unicode for it; refer to Figure 2, in this model the authors use the presentation to repre-

sent chapter name, aya number and page number.  

   

 

Figure 2. Qur'anic Model.  

 

(Abdelhamid et al., 2013) and (El-Sakka, 2013) used the same criteria for Holy Quran text 

representation , the database was structured  hierarchically as chapter, ID,…, page, index refer 

to Figure 3 . 

                   

Figure 3. Definition of Holy Quranic Chapters. 
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OVERVIEW ON UTF-8 CHARACTER REPRESENTATION FOR HOLY QURAN 

The Holy Quran is a corpus which consists of 30 juzu, 60 hizb, 114 chapters, 6236 verses, 

77439 words and 320015 letters. Due to this huge amount, there’s no such a method to classi-

fy all chapters thus make the searching and retrieving difficult due to Arabic language issues 

and challenges such as synonyms, hypernym, polysemous and semantic meaning for Arabic 

(Al_Omoush, 2015). 

  The results of the Unicode project, an effort to improve the architecture of multilingual 

text handling a method of encoding characters on computers that allows for efficient pro-

cessing with a character set that covers all the world languages; Unicode transformation for-

mat (UTF) is the universal character code standard to represent characters, UTF-8 is an alter-

native coded representation form for all the characters in Unicode while maintaining compat-

ibility with ASCII code (Gupta et al., 2010). Figure 4 show the Current UTF-8 Unicode Rep-

resentation A&B of Arabic Letters which used in our formula for encoding of Arabic words 

in digital Quran For example the letter seen (س) equal to FEB1 in hexadecimal and the word 

ALLAH (الله) is equal to FDF2. The idea of choosing UTF-8 character representation for 

Quranic words in Arabic which is backward compatible with ASCII code and hexadecimal 

representation which also integrated with our methods disused in next section.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Unicode Standard 7.0, Copyright © 2014 Arabic Presentation Forms-A&B. 
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DIGITAL QURAN REPRESENTAION USING UTF 8 IN A SPARSE MATRIX 

The first method was using UTF-8 character encoding formulation with The Unicode 

Standard as mention in above which is backward compatible with ASCII code to calculate the 

word in Arabic text representation will be in hexadecimal then calculate each verse using our 

formula , see Figure 5, after that compare the results which yields 64.41% of reduction fore 

Surat ALFATEHA (الفاتحة).   

 

 

 

Figure 5. Unicode Hexadecimal Represent Methods for Quranic Words. 

 The main issue is to find an accurate way to classify or mapping all words of chapters of 

AL Quran in code criteria, existing source such as AL Quran words are mapped into array of 

letters then match each letter with its current place on the word either on the beginning, mid-

dle, isolate or last into hexadecimal Unicode for example the word (الـرحـيـم) ALRAHIM will 

divide into six letters (  ا لـ    ـر حـ  ـيـ   ـم) then match each letter with its proper Unicode rep-

resentation refer to Figure 6 which show the algorithm Used to decode Surat ALFATEHA 

 in hexadecimal value which contains 7 versus the reduction will be 64.41%. Then (الفاتحة)

calculate the word representation according to formula 1&2 followed by example of the word 

 ALRAHIM, hence the result of calculate the new hexadecimal representation was (الـرحـيـم)

5F893 which yield about 58.33% of reduction to the 148 times Occurrence in Quran. 

 

 

 Figure 6. Words Conversion Algorithm in to Hexadecimal. 
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                                                               𝑊(𝑘) = 𝐿 (ℎ1, ℎ2, . … ℎ𝑛)                                        (1)                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

           𝑘 = ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑛
𝑖                                                                   (2)                                                                                                            

 
Example of (الرحيم) ALRAHIM, ( ـ    ـر  حـ  ـيـ   ـم ا ل ) according to the formula 1&2: 

 

         𝑊(𝑘) = 𝐿 (ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ3, ℎ4, ℎ5, ℎ6) 
 

𝑊(الرحيم ) = 𝐿 (ا , ,  لـ , ـر , حـ ,  ـيـ  (  ـم

 

                                                             𝑘 = ∑ ℎ𝑖6
1     

 

                                                                 =   5F893 

Look up Table created after calculate the word representation and trained to hold three 

fields; Uniqe.ID which refers to the position of the word to eliminate a repeated word which 

saves memory, the second field contains the Word and the last for Hex.Cod. The storage of 

words being optimized through the use of one memory space for that particular word rather 

than one memory space for each Arabic character in the words on Quran, after that Sparse 

Matrix take place which already contain the code ready to encode to the display of Arab char-

acters Surat ALFATEHA (الفاتحة) refer to Figure 7&8, the reduction of the storage is around 

81.19%. 

 

 

Figure 7. Screen Shots Represent Sparse Matrix. 
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Figure 8. Flow Chart Represent Data Flow. 

EXPERIMENTS AND FINDINGS                        

We found the proposed hexadecimal digital representation technique for words in Arabic 

using UTF-8 for character encoding is service as a space saving using the algorithm and for-

mula 1&2 giving an example of (الرحيم) the word Occurrence in Quran is 148 times and the 

size of normal Arab characters is 12 bytes after applying our algorithm size reduced to 5 bytes 

which totally save about 58.33% of memory refer to Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Example of (الرحيم) Mentioned in Quran 148 Times the Reduction is 

58.33%. 

The second result while comparing the size of input file and output file after applying the 

representation for Quranic verses using UTF-8 for character encoding for decode Surat 

ALFATEHA (الفاتحة) which contains 7 versus the reduction will be 64.41%. The third result 

using sparse matrix by generate a unique identification for each word in digital Quran 

(Uniqe.ID) which refer to the position of the word to eliminate repeated or duplicated words 

and swap the position by comparing the input file contains the unique code which equal to 

104 bytes and the output file contains Quranic words is equal to 553 bytes which saves 

memory up to 81.19% for Surat ALFATEHA which excellent reduction of storage. 

CONCLUSION  

In this study we propose a new representation for digital Quranic using character encoding 

which is a hexadecimal digital representation technique using UTF-8 Arabic character encod-

ing which is backward compatible with ASCII code. A sparse matrix was used to represent 

each verse of the Quran with double offset indexing method to efficiently use the matrix 
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space.  The storage of words being optimized more than 50% through the use of one memory 

space for that particular word rather than one memory space for each Arabic character in the 

words on Quran. 81% improvement of space by using sparse matrix for representing verses in 

the surah. This technique helps optimized memory management for the digital Quran as a 

whole. One verse can be represent as one Uniqe.ID as a future work for this research which 

give more improvement.   
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